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Executive summary 
 
Six Regional Fora were held across Wales from 10th to 18th November 2015.  An invitation was 
extended to all WEA YMCA CC Cymru members including Individual Members, Branch 
Representatives, Learner (Local) Forum Representatives and Affiliated and Partner 
Organisation Representatives. In addition, Learning Managers were requested to forward the 
initial invitation and the subsequent papers to their wider partner organisation network and 
their regional tutors. It was also requested for the invitation and papers to be forwarded to 
partners of the former YMCA Wales Community College.  
 
Attendance at the fora was at its highest yet, with 101 attendees contributing to the 
consultation. In addition a number of people gave their apologies (33).  There was also higher 
partnership organisation representation during this round of fora than has previously been 
the case (10). 
 
Following an explanation of the background papers, those in attendance were invited to 
comment verbally and/or in writing using the questionnaire/response form provided. It was 
explained that their responses would be recorded and collated in a way that would secure the 
anonymity of respondents. There was a general feeling in all Fora that the questions 
prompted in the paper and questionnaire concerning governance were too narrow and closed 
in nature to do justice to such a complex issue, and two of the Fora also decided to clarify 
their view by passing a motion.   
 
On the topic of governance 
  
There was strong feeling and a consensus across the Fora that the future WEA YMCA CC 
Cymru Council should have a majority of elected members. The most frequently mentioned 
view was that the future Council should reflect a 60/40 split of elected/appointed Council 
members. 
 
There was also a consensus that there needs to be a regional structure to our national 
organisation to pass information to and from Council, influence the direction of the 
organisation and scrutinise and support the organisation’s work regionally and nationally. 
Elected and accountable Regional Council Representatives were deemed to be crucial for this 
task.  The North West Wales Regional Forum unanimously supported a motion stating:  “We 
believe that Regional Forums are necessary to running a national organisation”. The South 
West Wales Regional Forum also unanimously supported a motion stating: “Having had 
upheaval over the last years we wish to return to a structure where the Council comprises of a 
predominance of elected and affiliated members”.  
 
There was also evidence that Regional Forums had created new opportunities for members, 
learners and partner organisations to participate and have a voice in the Association, 
especially in areas where there are no branches. Parts of Wales previously under the 
jurisdiction of Coleg Harlech WEA (North Wales) had very few branches and no meaningful 
participatory democratic structure prior to the 2014 merger with WEA South Wales.    
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It was also noted in several meetings that the Regional Fora were still in their infancy (this was 
the sixth round, and first for WEA YMCA CC Cymru) and in the process of rooting themselves 
in the culture of the organisation. Many suggestions were made on how the Regional Fora 
could develop and widen their appeal including the use of digital technology and 
strengthening the base of feeder Learner Forums, Branches and Affiliated/Partner 
Organisations. The regional boundaries were also questioned, with a request for a review.  
 
On the topic of name 
 
In one region there was unanimity in the feeling that it was not appropriate to spend £12,000 
on reviewing the strength of brand when this consultation could be conducted internally. This 
was echoed in other fora where there was a consensus that this would be a waste of money. 
 
The view was also expressed by a number of attendees that a great deal of money had already 
been spent on rebranding and signage for WEA Cymru. It was felt that it did not make 
economic sense to go through this process again in such a short space of time.  
 
In one region the Learning Manager made a strong plea that the process of rebranding and 
change of name happen quickly. It was stated that the current interim name had become a 
subject of ridicule and mockery within the education community. It was asked if an EGM could 
be facilitated to expedite this process. 
  
There was a split in the numbers of those who wished to retain the legacy organisation(s) 
name(s) and those who favoured having a new name. Examples were given in a number of 
fora, including comparing the strength of a new university brand following merger against 
those universities that had attempted to continue with dual branding. 
 
There were common themes in the concerns fed back by attendees. These concerns included: 

 The loss of over 100 years of history 

 The link to a Christian organisation via the YMCA brand 

 The (ir-)relevance of the name WEA and its reference to ‘workers’ 

 The inclusion of the word ‘college’, as it might put off non-traditional learners 
 
Of those partnership representatives who responded on the topic of branding they stated: 

 Both brands were awful, but the use of a dragon was favoured. 

 Never heard of WEA and felt that YMCA was not associated with learning, so seemed 
misleading. 

 It needs to make sense to the outside world in order to attract new people. 
 
With regard to the adoption of a new suffix for the website and email, there was strong 
support for adopting a .cymru suffix. However some attendees preferred .ac because it gives 
the feeling of being part of a wider educational grouping and offers other benefits.  
 
Overall there was a desire expressed to keep the WEA Cymru brand, and adopt an amended 
strapline, such as: WEA Cymru - ‘Changing lives, building communities’.  
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Tally of return slip responses to questions 
 
A significant number of attendees in the first few meetings did not wish to respond to the 
questions as set out below. Therefore this tally is only representative of the 38 people who 
completed return slips. 

 
Governance Yes No 

1. Do you think that Regional Forums play an effective role in keeping 
members and learners informed of organisational developments, 
and in scrutinising what is being done by the Council and 
governors? 

29 3 

2. Has the past model of having an elected governor who represents 
a Regional Forum on the Council worked in your view? 
 

23 2 

3. Are Regional Forums necessary as a means of helping to run a 
national organisation such as ours? 
 

32 0 

4. How important to you is it to have a balance of elected and appointed governors on 
the Council? 

 
       Comment: 

 

 
 
 

    Naming the new organisation Yes No 
1. Do you like the current organisational name, which incorporates 

the names of the 2 former bodies?  

 
4 25 

2. How crucial is it to you to keep the title WEA and / or 
the title YMCA in any revised name that may emerge? 

WEA 19 11 

YMCA 5 22 

3. Do you have an opinion on what the name should be? If so, please record this with the 
Chair / Democracy and Voluntary Movement Manager. 

 
Suggested name: 
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Issue of governance – examples of Regional discussions 

 
It was questioned if Regional representatives could make themselves more available to 
members and learners. It was acknowledged that there are democratic difficulties within 
North West and Mid Wales, due to geographical barriers. Powys is a very large county and 
travelling across it is difficult. Other methods for engagement should be investigated. 
 
There is an issue with transport for people to get to Regional Forum meetings. Forums should 
be reorganised so that we go to the learners, rather than expecting them to travel. End-of- 
class forums provide a better opportunity. We should look at other methods for engaging and 
feeding back to learners, to help with the issue of rurality. 
 
It was felt that we should address the barriers that prevent learners having their say. Tutors 
play an important role within this structure and their contribution should be noted. Learners 
have been asked to attend Regional Fora but it was felt that the nature of a Forum is off-
putting to certain learners as they can be uncertain about their involvement. 
 
There are time pressures on partners to attend Regional Forums. Development Workers could 
put more focus on running local forums. It was highlighted that the Wrexham Forum had 
representation from partners, which is key to development. (This was subsequently true of all 
the Forums held in November.) 
 
Not all learners have the skills to serve on Council, but could learn these skills by attending a 
Learner/Regional Forum. 
 
It was felt that the representation of an elected person is an important principle, and it was 
felt that the process of learning should be democratic as well.  
 
The idea of a Regional Forum is greater than just information flowing downwards; it was 
designed to be a two-way system so that Regional Forums could influence the direction of the 
organisation. It was felt that if you have a national organisation then you need regional 
representation.  
 
It was felt that Q2 was not black and white and could not be answered as set out. One 
respondent said “Yes, but could do better”. 
 
Q4: it was felt that getting the message out about membership was an important starting 
point, though we have moved away from being an association where the membership has a 
voice. 
 
In the South West Regional Forum there was a proposal that as WEA Cymru was the larger 
organisation there should be a greater proportion allocated to WEA Cymru. 
 
Regional Forums are crucial in relaying information to the Council and influencing the 
operational governance of the Council. The South West Wales Regional Forum wished it to be 
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noted that it was the only Forum not to have had a Council member attend (though this was 
not factually correct). 
 
In addition to performing the functions identified in the paper, Regional Forums have created 
new opportunities for members to participate in the Association. This is especially so for 
individual members with no branch nearby who hitherto have only been able to play a part at 
General Meetings. This is another argument for the retention of Forums. 
 
There has been little discussion at the meetings of the number or boundaries of the Regional 
Forums. This is more to do with the emphasis of the paper being on their effectiveness per se 
rather than whether there are the right number, in the right places. There is a case for 
reviewing the boundaries.  
 
 

Issue of name – examples of Regional discussions 
 
Brand issue – the WEA name has been around for over 100 years, it’s not just about a name. If 
you change the name, you’d lose 100 years of history. There is a desire to keep the WEA 
brand. It was proposed that WEA Cymru remains and adopts the strap line ‘Changing lives, 
building communities’.  
 
YMCA – concerns about links to a Christian organisation. The view was expressed that, taking 
into consideration the large number of ethnic minority groups that we serve, should we have 
‘Christian’ in the name especially if we are non-denominational? 
 
Concerns about the relevance of the name WEA – we are not just about workers any more. It 
needs to make sense to the outside world in order to attract new people. Unions have taken 
on new names such as UNITE, but GMB have added a strap line. 
 
Did not want to pay for an external marketing company to undertake the work suggested: 
there was a strong consensus that this would be a waste of money. There was unanimity at 
one Regional Forum that it was not appropriate to spend £12,000 on reviewing the strength of 
brand. Given the current economic climate, there was a strong feeling generally against the 
tender process for an external organisation to undertake the rebranding – it was felt that this 
could be done in-house.  
 
Would welcome the views of more partner organisations, to get their views on the name. One 
partner expressed strong dislike for both the WEA and YMCA names: had never heard of WEA, 
and felt that YMCA was not associated with learning, so seemed misleading. Agreed that the 
word ‘college’ might put off non-traditional learners, but liked the dragon logo of the former 
YMCA Wales CC. 
 
Response to .cymru as a suffix for the website was positive, and broadly favoured over .ac or 
.org options, although some preferred .ac because it gives the feeling of being part of a wider 
educational group. Website suffix - .cymru.wales was one preferred option. 
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Could a collage of the different brands be used as a logo? 
 
The point was raised that the word College should not be included as it would put off the 
learners that we are trying to engage with.  
 
 

Name suggestion No. of times 
put forward 

Addysg Oedolion Cymru Adult Education 1 

Addysg Oedolion Cymru  - Adult Education Cymru (AOC / AEC) 1 

Coleg Cymru - Community College 1 

Coleg Cymunedol WEA Cymru - WEA Cymru Community College 1 

Community College Cymru  
keeping the logo branding in the background WEA/YMCA/Coleg Harlech 

2 

Community Learning Cymru  
Main name, incorporating WEA/YMCA (small print) 

1 

Community Learning Wales 1 

Learning Wales 1 

WALA - Welsh Adult Learners Association 1 

WALA - Wales Adult Learning Association 1 

Wales Community Education (with WEA and YMCA under the heading) 1 

Wales Community College 3 

Wales Education for Adults Community College  1 

WEA Cymru 6 

WEA Cymru – Changing lives and communities through education 1 

WEA Cymru – Changing Lives Building Communities 1 

WEA Cymru Harlech 1 

Welsh Education for Adults 1 
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Annex 1 
 
Verbatim statements in response to Q1: 
 
Very important and crucial for the future of the organisation. 
 
Question 1 should be turned on its head – ‘Do Regional Forums play an effective role in 
informing Council of views of members and learners re. organisational developments?’  
 
Regional Forums should have a greater role in scrutinising before decisions happen. 
 

Verbatim statements in response to Q2 & Q3: 

 
We did not like question (2). We want to ask the question ‘What should the future governing 
body be?’ 
 
There should be a place on the governing body for affiliated bodies – i.e. a nomination from 
Trade Unions or other affiliates. 
 
There should be a voice for tutors. 

 
Verbatim statements on governance submitted on return slips in 
relation to Q4: 
 
It's crucial to ensure that there is a majority, even if small, of elected governors to reflect the 
fundamental principles of democracy and to ensure that learners and branches continue to 
influence the agenda of the organisation fully and meaningfully. 
 
Very important balance is maintained. How else will the voice of the learners be heard at 
Council level? Without the learners there would not be a WEA YMCA CC. The ethos of the 
WEA has been democratic accountability and transparency. 
 
Very important, if you don't have elected members how will the learners’ voice be heard. 
 
Very as 'learner voice' to get heard. 
 
Very important, we need to keep elected members to the Council. 
 
Very important, Democracy essential. 
 
Holl bwysig / very important.  
 
Very important to make sure that the WEA remains a democratic organisation. 
 
It should be mostly, be elected. 
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It is very important to ensure issues are dealt with democratically whilst ensuring a range of 
skills and backgrounds to cover a wide range of issues. 
 
I feel it is important (to have a balance) because it ensures democracy if some are elected 
from regions to represent all learners and staff across Wales. 
 
Greater emphasis should be on elected. 
 
Need a geographical balance.  
Need to abolish jargon and set info. at a level that can understand fully.  
Need to make sure all have understood e.g. from questionnaire. 
 
11 elected and 9 appointed - appointees necessary in that populate to ensure range of 
qualifications necessary for good governance of the Council - public funding would really 
require this. 
 
Very important (to have a balance). 
 
Need a mix of democracy and specialist knowledge/skills. 
 
There should be a majority of elected members - the purpose of appointed members is to 
subside the expertise ... 60 - 40 should be elected, just as a starting point. 
 
Clear role needs to be qualified. Learners need to be more informed. 
 
60% elected 40% appointed. We have the potential to improve the structure of all the Forums 
and committees. At present some are in their infancy. Feedback from top to bottom needs to 
be improved. The Forums allow for the grassroots to feed into the Council. 
 
There needs to be a balance but with a proportion 60/40 elected and appointed. 
 
Very important – elected meaning good democracy but appointed means choosing good 
people – so the two. 
 
I feel that there are not enough representation from tutor and learner in Regional Forums. 
Crucial to have a balance of governors and elected and appointed members. 
 
In favour of general principle of electing. Appointed members acceptable as long as there is 
transparency on specific skills or balance. 
 
As a membership body elected members should be in a majority. All categories of 
membership should be represented. 
 
Majority of elected. 
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The new Council should return to a position in which elected governors predominate. 
Appointments should reflect the make up of the organisation and cherish its democratic. 
Current board has served its function - time to move on. 
 
It’s very important to have more elected governors than appointed. Regional Forums are still 
in their infancy. They are becoming important bodies that underpin democratic principles; are 
voice and conduit for the association’s members. 
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Annex 2 
 
Verbatim statements submitted on return slips in relation to name 
 
Yes (I like the organisational name) but elements of both need to be maintained but in more 
unified form.  
 
Shorter version which will incorporate both organisations. (Important that both brands retain 
their identity.) The title is a bit cumbersome presently. 
 
Keep logos as set, 2. Organisations well known, can run side by side. 
 
We should keep both names as both organisations have long histories, these should be carried 
forward. 
 
In my opinion a new name should be used (e.g. Community College Cymru) with the existing 
brands in the background. 
 
Anything which includes education and adults within the name. 
 
Like WEA (history etc) but not just for workers so is it still appropriate? Like Coleg Cymunedol 
but CC could be confused with Coleg Cenedlaethol Cymraeg (CCC). 
 
I think it is crucial to keep the WEA name due to history and respect. The YMCA name does 
not identify educational activities in the community as people think that we are a musical/ 
religious movement instead. 
 
To recognise both heritages of companies.  
 
Must have new name as soon as possible, this must happen. 
 
New name needed with the name ‘Cymru’ in it. No awareness of WEA Cymru so something 
new would be better. 
 
Need to spend £12,000 on marketing rather than on consulting on a new name! 
 
Strong national name – so Cymru and ‘Oedolion’ important. 
 
Name should be easy to use in both languages - not necessary two names. ‘WEA Cymru’ was 
good in that respect. 
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Annex 3 
 
Email response submitted by individual member 
 

1. A general point was made at the meeting about the closed nature of the questions posed in 

the consultation paper and I want to reiterate that point because it seemed to me, to undermine 

the outcome of the consultation by appearing to lead respondents to particular answers. There is 

definitely a danger of the outcome not being credible or objective as a consequence. 

 

2. Branch structures/ Regional Forums It is essential to maintain meaningful opportunities 

for members and learners to participate fully in the life of the WEA/YMCA through integrated 

democratic processes. Many well-meaning, less formalised systems exist in other educational 

organisations, that intend to involve learners, such as student councils, but these are often 

subject to whims and fashions for including the learner's voice which then fade away or are 

marginalised when crucial decisions are taken or other priorities take over. The democratic 

structures and processes of the WEA are what make it unique, with it's inclusion of all learners, 

members and staff in decision making. Furthermore, as part of the constitution of the 

organisation, it is harder for these to fall out of fashion or be sidelined when not convenient. It 

is a good thing for an organisation to be accountable to its stakeholders, efficiency is only one 

of the facets of a successful organisation    

 

3. WEA/ YMCA name Having worked for the WEA as a Development Officer in Merthyr and 

Caerphilly (2002-2008) it was clear to me that one of the unique features of the WEA in being 

able to reach disadvantaged people and those with poor previous educational experiences was 

the fact that we were neither a college, school nor statutory institution that could be associated 

with previous failures, bad experiences and 'authority'. The word college in any new name 

would threaten the clear difference between WEA and other providers. For those without 'bad 

experiences' and with fewer barriers to learning, the WEA is a recognised educational body 

with a good reputation, easily accessible in their own community. These are some of the very 

good reasons to keep the name of the WEA Cymru.  

I'm sure that the YMCA has also built a good reputation as a training provider, however the 

name is problematic as it is exclusive in three obvious ways: Young (not open to all ages), 

Men's (not open to women) and Christian (not open to those of other faiths and none, which in 

the current climate of fear and suspicion, is especially unhelpful). Again, I'm sure that YMCA 

has made efforts to be more inclusive but many people have and will be put off by the 

exclusive name. For these reasons I think it should be dropped altogether. 

There is an argument that 'Workers' could also be viewed as exclusive, in the WEA name, but I 

think this is a much less significant issue and I would strongly argue to retain the WEA name. 

WEA could also mean 'Wales' Educational Association'. 

4. Opportunities and threats As I have suggested in the points above the unique 

characteristics of the WEA must be carefully guarded. Whilst grasping the opportunity of a 

larger, more financially secure organisation in the WEA/YMCA, there is the looming threat 

that if it looks and operates like any other college or FE institution it will quickly be swallowed 

up in a merger with a bigger college. Just look at the way in which universities have been 

forced to merge in Wales, in the recent years. 

I hope these comments will be included in the deliberations and I look forward to being 

involved in ongoing discussions. 


